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requiem pro is the next-generation virtual choir developed for professional composers featuring 5.1 compatible, full ensemble, divisi male/female and 5 solo singers. the solo singers have 4 microphone positions, including a new close mic. the library is based on a variety of new recording- and
sampling techniques some which have never before been deployed in read more if the number of samples and the number of mic positions and the features of each sample are overwhelming, the requiem pro library is for you. for this reason, the library ships in two versions: requiem pro includes
the samples and the full version of kontakt 4, while requiem light includes only the samples and the sample library and the kontakt player software. requiem light requires only 3.2gb of disk space. portentously titled requiem, the library includes afull choir of sopranos, altos, tenors and basses,
separate male and female groups, and five soloists (two sopranos, tenor, baritone and bass), all recorded 24bit from multiple microphone positions. it ships in two versions: requiem pro (which requires the full version of kontakt 4) is the master library featuring all the mic positions. optimised for
use on laptops and smaller systems, requiem light has areduced sample and articulation menu, includes free kontakt player software and blends the different mic position samples into asingle stereo mix. upgrades in both directions are available the light brigade can turn pro by shelling out more
dosh, and pro users can purchase the light stereo samples as an addon. requiem light is the version for the working musician who wants to tweak and create unique soundscapes. with an optional midi-to-kontakt converter, it is possible to turn your midi ideas into kontakt files for use on your
laptop or other pc - and, using the optional dfd edition of each instrument, you can explore the deep programming and performance possibilities of the library in depth. the main difference between the two is the flexibility of the articulations in the editing section of the kontakt interface, and the
ability of the light version to be altered by changing the parameters of the insert effect. the light version also has a useful 'purge' function that allows you to remove samples from your arrangements without destroying them.
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